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“ The happiest people don't have the best of everything, they just make the best of everything. ” ― Anonymous
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Drive Me Crazy



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2012·







·3.62·282 Ratings


"The quickest way to love isn t always a straight line. "This was supposed to be Xavier Moreau s long-awaited vacation. A few precious weeks away from his over-scheduled career to see the America his mother loved and still make it to his best friend s wed
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Her Cinderella Complex



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2008·







·3.3·227 Ratings


She's got the man and the wedding of her dreams. If only love were part of the fantasy. Heather Tindall is forced to temp as a personal assistant until her dream job as an event planner comes along. Worse, her new boss has a penchant of running off new as
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Par for the Course
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Compromising Positions



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2009·







·3.69·1,763 Ratings


Falling in love is the last thing on his busy agenda but compromising positions can lead just about anywhere.David Strong knows how to do a lot of things run an international fitness company, finesse stock portfolios and stay out of emotional entanglement
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Dreams and Desires



by
Marci Baun
· Sasha White
· Jackie Kessler
· Susan Lyons
· Candace Havens
· Gemma Halliday
· Emily Veinglory
· Rachelle Chase
· Lois Winston
· Richelle Mead
· Kit Wylde
· Zinnia Hope
· Jenna Bayley-Burke
· F.L. Bicknell
· S.R. Howen



2007·







·3.8·231 Ratings


True love, freedom, money, knowledge, revenge... Dreams and desires of the ordinary woman, or man. From best friends who discover love to a bank teller who exacts revenge to a succubus who loves art more than men, this collection of nineteen stories celeb
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Pride and Passion



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2010·







·3.39·152 Ratings


He ll let her have control until he s ready to make his move.The only things Lily Harris inherits after her father s untimely death are debt, scandal and loneliness. She doesn t protest when her father s business partner, Jake Tolliver, steps up to help w
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Caribbean Caress (Under the Caribbean Sun Book 1)



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2012·







·3.67·25 Ratings


Overwhelmed by her sudden success, Saskia Vandroegenberg decides to shore up her confidence with a surprise visit to her father on the Caribbean island she grew up on, Anguilla. But her impulsive plan has unexpected results. Her father is away on business
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Not My 1st Rodeo



by
Donna Alward
· Sarah M. Anderson
· Jenna Bayley-Burke



2017·






·4.11·11 Ratings


These cowboys all have a little experience under their belt buckles and they’re gonna to put their hearts on the line one more time.In Donna Alward’s Nothing like a Cowboy, Brett isn't interested in another run at love, but when he's matched with Mell
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The Billionaire's Private Scandal



by
Jenna Bayley-Burke



2017·







·3.44·61 Ratings


Megan Carlton’s secret affair with financier Brandon Knight ended when he pulled off a hostile takeover of her family’s hotel empire and then kissed another woman. Broke and alone, Megan starts a new life and learns to stand on her own, then Brandon f
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Edmund Burke: Volume II: 1784-1797 (Writings & Speeches of Edmund Burke) 


 645 Pages·2006·11.88 MB·New! 



This is the second and concluding volume of a biography of Edmund Burke (1730-97), a key figure  ...
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, Trusted Astrologer. TANTRA SIDDHA  astrologer,ask astrologer,jenna astrologer,astrologer pawan sinha  ...
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The Adoration of Jenna Fox 


 170 Pages·2009·651 KB·New! 



Who is Jenna Fox? Seventeen-year-old Jenna has been told that is her name. She has just awoken from  ...
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The Great Debate: Edmund Burke, Thomas Paine, and the Birth of Right and Left


 254 Pages·2013·1.48 MB·New! 



by examining the views of the men who best represented each side of that debate at its outset: Edmund Burke  ...
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Edmund Burke, Volume I: 1730-1784


 613 Pages·2008·11.16 MB·New! 



Edmund Burke (1730-1797) was one of the most profound, versatile, and accomplished thinkers  ...
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Citizens Medal. The conservative mind : from Burke to Eliot Kirk|Russell  ...
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Edmund Burke and the invention of modern conservatism, 1830-1914 : an intellectual history
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Between 1830 and 1914 in Britain a dramatic modification of the reputation of Edmund Burke (1730  ...
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que melhor representaram cada lado em sua origem: Edmund Burke e Thomas Paine. Em tempo de posições  ...
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